Abstract

The Houyhnhnmland setting of Book 4 of Gulliver's Travels is typically understood within the context of fable, because the talking horses seem designed to instruct humanity through allegory. Once among his family in England, Gulliver's life conforms to realist literary conventions, so that the horses in Gulliver's stable are typically assumed to be brute beasts, and Gulliver's insistence on talking with them becomes a sign of his madness. I would argue, though, that Gulliver's conversation with his pet horses—and consequently the meaning of Book 4—yields a whole new crop of interpretative possibilities if Jonathan Swift's text is framed by contemporary debates about the nature of human and animal identities as well as by consideration of occurrences of pet keeping elsewhere in Gulliver's Travels.
GULLIVER AS PET AND PET KEEPER: TALKING ANIMALS IN BOOK 4

BY ANN CLINE KELLY

In Book 4 of Gulliver’s Travels, Gulliver narrates his story from the perspectives of both pet and pet keeper. Focusing on Gulliver’s dual role as well as on the dynamics of pet keeping reveals the extent to which Gulliver’s Travels, particularly Book 4, is situated in seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century debates about the nature of Creation and individual identity that challenged the fundamental binaries inherent in the Chain of Being paradigm, namely the oppositions of human to animal and nature to nurture. Diverse sets of individuals—empiricists, philosophers, animal trainers, and pet owners—resisted and countered to varying degrees the Chain of Being premise that Nature is a divinely-ordered, eternal hierarchy of essentially different species. In this unchanging and unchangeable chain of separate and distinct links, humankind is situated just below the angels and, by virtue of that superiority, is clearly removed from the rest of animate creation, over which it has dominion. Disturbed by implications that human/animal difference is not absolute or that identity is not essentially anchored, René Descartes declares that “after the error of those who deny the existence of God . . . there is none that is more powerful in leading feeble minds astray from the straight path of virtue than the supposition that the soul of brutes is of the same nature with our own.” Jonathan Swift vexes the issue of what constitutes a “brute” by situating Gulliver as a pet in Houyhnhnm-land, where “brutes” look just like him, and by focusing on the experience of pet keeping, which collapses the differences between the dominant, rational race and the lesser creatures whom they choose as companions.

Though at first accepting Chain of Being premises about the chasm between man and beast, Gulliver gradually comes to an alternative view engendered by his sojourns abroad, particularly in Houyhnhnm-land. Gulliver’s epiphany does not come in a flash but over time with a series of back-and-forth shifts of perspective that reflect the dialectical currents in English discourse concerning the relationship of humans to animals and the power of nurture to shape identity. Analyzing Gulliver’s shift in attitude toward species boundaries provides a new way to un-
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